
Argama
gaming kit

CND-SGS03

Named after Argama, an ultra-speed fighter spaceship from a 
popular anime movie, this set will delight even the most 
demanding gamers. Stylish headset with high-quality surround 
sound creates the sensed-presence effect. Durable keyboard 
and ergonomic mouse with 9 programmable buttons and 4 
additional custom weights for better control provide a fast 
response to game events. Braided cable with ferrite filter 
provides flawless signal transmission. The set is complemented 
by a special mouse pad optimised for ultra-precise cursor 
movement. The kit will be an excellent find for those who love 
long gaming sessions, as it includes all the necessary devices 
that are optimised for synchronous work. The uniform design of 
gadgets and user support by Canyon creates the best user 
experience possible. The ergonomic shape of the devices and 
the thematic "combat" design turn a gaming kit into a nice 
desktop decoration.

CND-SGS03M-US
CND-SGS03M-RU

5291485006044
5291485006037
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Gaming mouse pad

 Size 350x250 mm
 Texture optimized for precise 
   mouse movement control
 Suitable for all types of sensors

Gaming keyboard

 Ergonomic design for gaming
 104 membrane keys
 12 multimedia buttons
 Multi-colored LED backlight
 Braided cable with magnetic filter
 Protection against water and dust
 Button lifespan over 8 million clicks

 High-precision sensor Sunplus SPCP6653
 Customizable DPI 800/1000/1200/1600/2400/3200/4800/6400
 Scan Frequency: 6000 frames per second
 9 programmable keys
 Built-in memory module
 Spectacular backlight
 USB cable 1.7m with ferrite filter
 Canyon Twin Surface Coating Technology
 Software for settings and macros
 Response frequency 500/1000 Hz
 4 removable weights of 5 for optimal mouse control

Gaming mouse

Gaming Headset
 
 LED lighting
 Superior audio performance
 Adjustable headband
 Memory foam cushions
 Speaker: φ 50 mm
 Impedance: 32 Ω ± 15 %
 Sensitivity: 95±3 dB 
 Frequency: 20-20 kHz
 Cable length: 2 m+/-10%
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